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SALES

To purchase an item from this catalogue please 
send an email to the address above and we will 
confirm availability and shipping costs. Please 
be sure to let us know where in the world you 
are.

Payments can be made via Paypal and we will 
send invoices through Paypal for your records 
and convenience. You do not have to have a 
Paypal account to use the website to securely 
pay for items with a credit or debit card.

We also still like an old-fashioned cheque so 
long as it is in Sterling and drawn on a UK 
bank. We can provide payee details of  course, 
also bank details for anyone prefering to pay by 
electronic transfer.

Welcome...

...to this latest catalogue from Callum James Books featuring 
44 original photographs from the Scoutisme movement 
in continental Europe during the middle decades of  the 
Twentieth Century. From about the 1940s to the 1960s 
there was a genre of  photography that developed in France 
in particular in which scouts were photographed using 
somewhat ‘heroic’ conventions: strong poses, often from 
low viewing points emphasising the aspiration in a young 
man or boy to grow in strength and acheivement.

There were numerous photographers working in France 
and other places in Europe in this style and their work 
had two main outlets. For the most part it was sold as 
illustrations for Scouting magazines and books and they 
contributed a lot not only to the image of  Scouting but to 
its self-image; with the shadow of  Nazi Germany and the 
Hitler Youth only just receding, Scouting in Europe took 
on a far less militaristic approach than its counterparts in 
America and Britain and this difference of  emphasis is clear 
from these photographs. The other market for such images 
was in the form we have them here, a 9.25” x 7.5” print 
sold individually from catalogues or on request from the 
magazines in which they originally appeared. 

Most of  the biggest names of  the genre are represented 
here and a few lesser known studios as well. This catalogue 
presents work by Jacques Simonot, Photo Dachs, Jos le 
Doaré, G. Ferney, Charles Egermeier, Robert Manson 
and Photos Junior-Flash. The photographs in this 
catalogue are grouped together by photographer and a 
list with further information and prices can be found on 
the last page. The penultimate page features scans of  the 
numerous photographer’s stamps found on the verso of  the 
photographs.   

Best wishes,

Callum
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The photographs are grouped under the name of the photographer
and catalogued in the following manner:

Page no, ink stamp, photographer’s number, “annotations on the verso”, (price)

J. Simonot
3, Stamped, GO/1100, £30
4. Unstamped, GO/181, £20
5 (top), Stamped, GO/6524, £10
5 (bottom), Stamped, GO/1086, £30
6, Stamped, ENS/133, £10
7, Stamped, SIC/5531, £10
8, Unstamped, GO/1364, £20
9, Unstamped, GO/7252, £10
10, Stamped, SFB/50, £10
11, Stamped, PLC/1052, “Alain TOUCAS”, £15
12, Stamped, ENS/356, “Jean-Loup GAMET”, £15
13, Stamped, GO/5664, £10
14, Stamped, GO/5665, £10
15, Stamped, GO/5165, £10
16, Stamped, GO/3292, £10
17, Unstamped, SFT/59, £10
18, Stamped, SIC/76, £10
19, Unstamped, SFB/62, £15

Photo DACHS
20, Stamped, BB 105, £15
21, Stamped, BB 30, £10
22, Stamped, BB 215, £10
23, Stamped, BB 244, £10
24, Stamped, BH 2, £10
25 (top), Stamped, BB 157, £20
25 (bottom), Stamped, BB 160, £15
26 (top), Stamped, BB 201, £10

Jos Le Doaré
26 (bottom), Stamped, £15
27, Stamped, £15
28, Stamped, £10
29, Stamped, £10
30, Stamped, £10
31 (top), Stamped, £20

Photo G. Ferney
31, (bottom), Stamped, £10
32, Stamped, £10
33, Stamped, “Pierre MAGUIN”, £15
34, Stamped, £15
35, Stamped, £10
36, Stamped, £10

Charles (Karel) Egermeier
37, Stamped, OL-2560, £20
38, Stamped, L-622, £20
39, Stamped, Y-3195, £30
40, Stamped, E-2524, £20

Photos Junior-Flash
41, Stamped, J-B-29, £10

R. Manson
42, Stamped, £20


